
Getting Ready For The Photo Exhibition

I. Photo Display

 1. Display Boards
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Display Boards With Backer Boards

Display Boards Without Backer Boards



(a) Sizes
 i Display boards are 4'x8' sheets of plywood mounted on specially constructed frame 

stands
 ii Full Board: 4' x 8' 
 iii Half Board: 4' x 4' – a 4'x8' board shared with someone else

(b) Cost
 i Used to cover the rental cost of the Interlakes Community Centre (Saturday afternoon 

set-up; Sunday exhibition)
 ii Board fee amount is subject to change if the rental cost for the ICC changes
 iii Full Board: currently $15
 iv Half Board: currently $7.50

(c) Backer Board
 i A 4'x8' sheet of Coroplast, available from Home Depot, TimbrMart or Rona, should be 

fastened over the plywood by screws (provided); 
 ii Black is the chosen colour for boards with a backer sheet already mounted; if other 

colours are wanted, a bulk purchase can be done through Rona (see Phil)
 iii Hint:  you can also reuse a backing board.  If it doesn't look that great because of wear 

and tear, simply spray paint it in a colourful design
(d) Board Contents

 i Your photos
 ii Description of each photo
 iii Information sheet about you
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Examples of Coroplast Sheets



 2. Mounting Your Photos
(a) Framed (Wood, Canvas, Metal, etc.)

 i Pro: Good if you are intending to (re)hang the photos after the Exhibition;
 ii Con: Can be costly if the photos are framed only for the show
 iii Con:  Can be heavy so important that frame is sturdy
 iv Con: Possible reflections if using glass (depending upon glass type)
 v Screws will be provided; picture wire hanger is better than metal hanging loops

(b) Matting Only
 i Pro: avoids cost of frame
 ii Pro: Light
 iii Con: Important that matting and print are securely fastened to each other
 iv Challenge: how to fasten matted photo to Display board

 A. Double sided tape of various thicknesses (Con: may be difficult to remove cleanly)
 B. Velcro strip on backing board and on photo (Con: may be difficult to remove)
 C. double folded Scotch tape will not hold!
 D. Thumb tacks, nails, pins should not be used.

(c) FoamCore Mounted Prints
 i Pro: light
 ii Both print and FoamCore can be discarded after Photo Exhibition
 iii Challenge: how to fasten FoamCore to Display board

 A. Double sided tape of various thicknesses (Con: difficult to remove cleanly)
 B. Velcro strip on backing board and on photo (Con: difficult to remove)
 C. double folded Scotch tape will not hold!
 D. Thumb tacks, nails, pins should not be used.

Notes from Larry: 

On the subject of hangers, here are screen shots of different styles.   
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The D ring ones do not work at all, the saw tooth ones may be OK and the other ones will only 
work if they are big enough.  All of these are hard to centre; if they are the slightest bit off, the 
pictures will not hang level.  All of these are usually attached by small nails which are quite unsafe
as they can come loose easily. Those sticky ones for unframed images aren't really very good 
either as the mounting hole is too small and the hook side doesn't adhere to Coreplast or plywood 
very well.

The best is picture hanging wire fastened by small screw eyes or D rings. 

Velcro (the good stuff) sticks well to Coroplast and the picture, but not well to plywood. It also 
comes off the Coroplast well.

Every year people bring a variety of "Mickey Mouse" hangers and we spend valuable time trying 
to make them work.  Or they seem to work until the next morning when we get to play 52 pick-up.

If you can't find something suitable and ready made, you might consider making a loop of some 
kind out of florists wire and taping it on the back for an unframed image (like an image in a matt 
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board). If you tape the wire down to the back with some wire sticking out, then fold the excess 
wire over on top of the tape and tape it again should make a pretty secure hanger for something 
light. I did this a few years ago to someone's prints as there was no alternative .... it worked!

How To Mount Your Print On FoamCore
 
Foam core or mat board is best attached to your images with spray adhesive which you can find at

Grinyer's, Walmart, Home Depot, Michaels etc. 

If you use double sided tape the prints will likely ripple, which looks terrible. 

First, cut your foam core or mat board to size. The pieces need to be a few inches larger than the 
print as you will never be able to line up the edge of the image and the edge of the board. You cut 
them to their final size later.

Place the boards away from the spraying site!!! 

Second, lay out some scrap paper (newsprint) and lay your print face down (make sure that it is 
laying down flat so that the spray cannot creep under and onto the print side). 

You will need 2 separate areas laid out with newspaper, far enough away from each other so you 
won't get any overspray on the second area.  Use a side to side spraying motion taking your finger 
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off the nozzle at the end of each pass, so you don't get a large build-up, which will happen if you 
were to keep holding it down when you change direction.  You don't need to trowel it on ...... you 
just need an even layer of adhesive. 

The spray is good for a few minutes so don't get in a panic. If you have several images to spray try 
to do them all together. Remember there will be overspray so don't slide the prints around or you 
will get adhesive on your print! 

Now carefully, one at a time, pick up the print straight off the table and place it, carefully, print 
side down on the clean newspaper. Now take a piece of the mat board or foam core and place it 
down on the print, being careful to cover the entire print. I like to stand the board on edge next to 
the print, align it somewhat and let it fall down on the print. 

Rub the back, all over with equal pressure, paying particular attention to the edges. If you have 
some kind of rubber roller, this works well. You can also wrap a soft cloth around a small block of 
wood.  Starting from the centre and working out works best.  Be careful not to slide the print 
around while it is face down ....... they scratch easily!  Rulers or other straight edges can scratch 
also, so be careful. I usually leave them for a few hours, but it is a contact cement, so you can 
probably cut them to size fairly quickly (allow a minimum of 15 minutes for the adhesive to firm 
up).

Turn the FoamCore over and you'll see your print.  Measure and cut (SHARP box cutter or Exacto 
knife, even pressure, slowly and steadily) to even the frame all around.  If you use coloured mat 
board you can even make a nice border around your print if you start with a larger piece of board.

PS: Be sure to invert the spray adhesive can (away from your prints ...... preferably outside) and 
spray a little air through the nozzle to clear it. If you don't, the next time you go to use it, it will be 
clogged with dried glue and the rest of the can will be useless!!! This stuff is not the cheapest.

PPS: Don't be cheap and try and use a piece of newspaper more than once, that glue gets 
everywhere, so if you are doing one spray job at a time, always start with a fresh piece of 
newspaper!!!

PPPS: those little rubber "Tits" or maybe we should call them "Bumpers" (although they are a 
type of silicone!) are a good idea on the bottom 2 corners of larger, heavier prints to stop them 
from skittering out of line ever time someone closes a door.

 3. How Many Photos Should You Display
(a) Depends upon the subject(s)
(b) Depends upon the sizes (see Layout below)
(c) In the past the number has ranged from just one “photo” - a stunning collage poster of over 

four hundred thumbnail size photos - to 18 “themed” photos
(d) Rule of Thumb: you should leave space between and around photos
(e) Rule of Thumb: you need space for an explanation of each photo
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(f) Look on the BLPG website under Photo Exhibition to see Display Board examples from 
previous years.

 4. Information about You and Each Photo
(a) Your display will garner much more attention if you provide some information about you 

and about each photo

(b) Your profile can be built from answers to these questions:
 i When did you start taking photos?
 ii What motivates you to take photos?
 iii Where and how did you learn about photography?
 iv Do you specialize in any particular type of photo or subject matter?
 v What kind of camera equipment and software do you use?

(c) Information about a photo can be built from answers to these questions:
 i What motivated you to take this photo?
 ii What caught your eye that you wanted to capture?
 iii What message are you sending to the viewer?
 iv Where was the photo taken?
 v How did you get there?
 vi What time of day was the photo taken?
 vii What camera, lens, focal distance, f-stop, exposure and ISO did you use?

 5. Layout
(a) YOU SHOULD CONSTRUCT A DETAILED LAYOUT PLAN BEFORE SETUP DAY!

 i The Interlakes Community Centre is only available to us for a few hours to do the set 
up.  Therefore it is very important that all your planning and layout work has been done 
BEFORE you arrive to set up your display board!

(b) There are many ways to create your layout plan.  Here's two:
 i Using brown wrapping paper (or other paper) and masking/Scotch/etc tape, make a 4'x8'

panel.  Put it on the floor, layout your pictures and mark where the hanger screws and 
informational material should be placed.  When done, roll up the paper.  On Set Up day, 
use masking tape to fasten your unrolled plan to the display board.  Put your picture 
fasteners through your plan and into the backing material. Mark where the informational
material should be.  Remove your plan, hang your photos and place your informational 
material.

 ii Same as above, but use your backing board instead of paper (assuming that your 
backing board is not one of the black ones which are already on the display boards – if 
that is the case, use the method above).  Mark where things should go, and then wrap the
backing board with protective plastic wrap (rolls of which are available from any 
building supply store) and take it to the Hall.  Screw the backing board to the display 
board, screw in the fasteners, hang your photos and place the informational material. 

 6. Set Up Day
(a) We usually have reserved use of the Centre from 1 PM Saturday until 4 PM Sunday
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(b) Set Up is from 1 PM until 4 PM on Saturday after which the Centre is locked until Sunday 
at noon.

(c) By 1 PM the Display Boards are set up on their stands and ready for you.
(d) The location of your particular board(s) will have been previously identified.
(e) Bring power drills and bits to drive screws (or hand screw drivers).
(f) Hanger screws are provided but please return them when the Exhibition is over.

 7. Take Down
(a) After the Photo Exhibition closes (4:30 PM), it's time to strip your photos off your board 

and pack them up;
(b) If you are going to leave your backer board on the display board for reuse next year, please 

write your name on some masking tape and fasten the tape to the board;
(c) If you are going to remove your backer board, please return the hanger screws;
(d) When you've finished packing up your stuff, please assist in putting the chairs away, 

dismantling the display boards and loading the bits and pieces into the trailer.
(e) Each BLPG member who attends the Photo Exhibition is also asked to bring a plate of food;

don't forget to pick up any of your plates or food containers.
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II. Slideshows

Slideshows are the heart of the Photo Exhibition.  While the prospect of making a slideshow may seem 
daunting, they are fairly easy to create and beautiful to watch.  So, consider putting one or two together.
If you need help, just ask!  

Here's a few notes about slideshows:

 1. Your slideshow will be in the form of a video which will be played for you during the 
Photo Exhibition.  Slideshow software knows how to output the final version as a video.

 2. Your slideshow can be made up of any of your images, no matter when or where they were 
taken;

 3. The number of images needed to make up a slideshow can be roughly estimated by 
assuming that each slide will be shown for between 5 and 10 seconds (if that seems long, 
remember that the transition is included; if it seems short, simply display your slide on your own
computer and count how long it requires for a viewer to take it all in);

 4. If you intend to change slides in time with a fast or slow musical beat then the above 
estimation method probably won't work for you!;

 5. The images making up the slideshow video (or your video) should be of the highest image 
resolution that you have, remembering that your slide video will be projected onto a large screen
(technically: HD or 1080P so 1920 px wide  x 1080 px high);

 6. If you need help to get started, try thinking of a theme that describes your collection of 
images; the theme might be based on common subjects, best loved places, pets or other domestic
animals, wildlife, a particular event or simply your favourite photos from some time period;

 7. If you can add music or sounds to your slideshow or video, that can enhance it 
considerably;

 8. An easy to use, free sound editor is Audacity, from http://audacity.sourceforge.net 

 9. The most common software used to build a video slideshow is: 
 a) for the Windows world, ProShow Gold from Photodex; 
 b) and for the Apple world, FotoMagico4 from Boinx.com.   

 10. Either package makes it easy to add transition effects, music etc. and to output the result as 
a video in a variety of formats;

 11. Common video formats which can be easily used for us to display your video are: mov, 
mpg, mpeg, mp4;
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 12. Your slideshow or video should be 3 – 4+ minutes in length but certainly not more than 5 
minutes;

 13. On the day of the Photo Exhibition, you'll be asked to give a short introduction about 
yourself and the slideshow or video (don't worry – if you are uncomfortable with public 
speaking, the MC will do it for you!).
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